GENERAL EDUCATION PROPOSAL

QUANTITATIVE REASONING (0–3)
MATH 107 (a beefed up Math 106); or approved Math course (Stats, Calculus …)

SECOND LANGUAGE (0–7)
LANGUAGE 102 & 201

WRITING (6)
ENGL 101: College Reading, Writing & Research
ENGL 315: Topics for Advanced Writing & Analysis; or approved writing capstone in major

GE 1 (9)
LOCAL COMMUNITIES: PRINCIPLES OF CIVIC ENGAGEMENT
INQUIRY 110: CRITICAL INQUIRY & ANALYSIS (1 course from a menu of options)
INQUIRY 120: SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY & ANALYSIS (1 course from a menu of options)

GE 2 (9)
WORLD COMMUNITIES
INQUIRY IN THE NATURAL SCIENCES
INQUIRY IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES
INQUIRY IN THE HUMANITIES

Students choose one course from each of the two categories outside their major area

note: courses above in italics are ones we already teach. We would likely need to add some languages (Korean? Portuguese?) to those we currently teach. We would also want to encourage new, inquiry-based courses at the GE 2 level.